Insect wings are compliant structures that experience deformations during flight. Such deformations have recently been shown to substantially affect induced flows, with appreciable consequences to flight forces. However, there are open questions related to the aerodynamic mechanisms underlying the performance benefits of wing deformation, as well as the extent to which such deformations are determined by the boundary conditions governing wing actuation together with mechanical properties of the wing itself. Here we explore aerodynamic performance parameters of compliant wings under periodic oscillations, subject to changes in phase between wing elevation and pitch, and magnitude and spatial pattern of wing flexural stiffness. We use a combination of computational structural mechanics models and a 2D computational fluid dynamics approach to ask how aerodynamic force production and control potential are affected by pitch/elevation phase and variations in wing flexural stiffness. Our results show that lift and thrust forces are highly sensitive to flexural stiffness distributions, with performance optima that lie in different phase regions. These results suggest a control strategy for both flying animals and engineering applications of micro-air vehicles.
Introduction
We know that many large insect wings deform quite dramatically during flight (Wootton 1981 , Ennos 1988 , Combes and Daniel 2003b , Wootton et al 2003 , Mountcastle and Daniel 2009 , Young et al 2009 , and that such deformation may be dominated less by aerodynamic loading than by inertial and elastic processes (Daniel and Combes 2002, Combes and Daniel 2003c) . Moreover, recent experimental and computational studies have shown that such emergent deformations have important aerodynamic consequences to the flight forces of these animals (Mountcastle and Daniel 2009, Young et al 2009) .
High-speed digital particle image velocimetry has shown that moth wings subject to large amounts of bending generate significantly more liftfavorable momentum flux than stiffer wings of the same mass (Mountcastle and Daniel 2009 ). The mechanisms that underlie this increased momentum flux, however, are still unclear, although likely relate to favorable passive wing pitching motions as well as elastic bending waves that propagate in a chordwise direction from the leading to trailing edge of the wing. Such bending waves may provide a mechanism for momentum transport that is similar to that suggested by other analyses of the fluid dynamics of deforming bodies (Wu 1971 , Daniel 1988 , Daniel and Combes 2002 .
There is significant interest in aerodynamic and mechanical aspects of passive wing deformation during flapping flight, with questions pertaining to wing structure, flight performance and control. For example, to what extent does the control of wing elevation and pitch, and their phase, drive emergent patterns of bending? How do these deformations, in turn, affect aerodynamic performance? Are there particular phases of pitch and elevation that lead to larger emergent lift and thrust forces associated with wing deformations? Alternatively, are there particular phases that lead to greater flapping efficiency, or have higher sensitivity to performance parameters, where more effective control might lie? Moreover, might wing structural properties (e.g. flexural stiffness) be tuned to permit either maximum forces, or effective control dynamics, or flapping efficiency, or some combination of these parameters?
These questions have emerged as central issues in a number of recent studies of both natural and synthetic flight systems (Heathcote et al 2008 , Kim et al 2008 , Michelin and Smith 2009 , Shang et al 2009 , Vanella et al 2009 , Zhao and Deng 2009 . Several approaches have been aimed at unraveling the interplay between wing compliance and aerodynamic force production, including computational fluid dynamic (CFD) analyses of the full Navier-Stokes equations (Aono et al 2008 , Liu 2009 , Vanella et al 2009 , Young et al 2009 and scale models employing robotically actuated synthetic wings (Heathcote et al 2008 , Zhao et al 2010 . While these approaches are crucial for understanding the dynamics and control of animal flight, they are not without their limitations. The CFD methods are computationally quite intensive, and coupling such solvers to structural dynamics exacerbates the problem. Robotic systems face limitations in the concurrent scaling of both fluid dynamics and elastic/inertial dynamics. Together, these methods, although very promising, are not easily extended to exploring a range of parameters such as inhomogeneous stiffness distributions and phase variations between pitch and elevation boundary conditions driving passive wing bending.
Here we combine a pair of two-dimensional computational methods to address questions of aerodynamic performance tuning as a function of wing stiffness and pitch/elevation phase. We base this stepwise approach on evidence that bending dynamics of large insect wings are dominated by inertial and elastic processes (Daniel and Combes 2002, Combes and Daniel 2003c) , suggesting that structural mechanical loads can be practically decoupled from the pressure distribution on wings. Thus, we first employ finite element methods to predict emergent kinematics of wing sections subject to periodic forcing of the leading edge, consisting of a linear combination of elevation and pitch actuation at a variety of phases. Next, we use distributions of vortexlets (point vortices) to simulate the flows associated with the predicted wing motions. As a 2D ideal flow simulation, our vortexlet model is substantially less computationally intensive than a full Navier-Stokes solver and is therefore amenable to a broad parameter exploration, while still accurately predicting overall flow behavior at high Reynolds numbers. From the predicted flow, we compute the spatial and temporal patterns of fluid pressures on the wing. We show that there are unique combinations of wing stiffness and pitch/elevation phases that lead to maximal forces or maximal sensitivity of force.
Materials and methods
We used a combination of computational structural mechanics (finite element methods) to predict the motion of compliant wings and 2D CFD simulations to predict aerodynamic forces that result from such motions. All of our models assume that the patterns of dynamic bending are independent of fluid loading (see Daniel and Combes 2002) . Future models will incorporate fluid-solid coupling in the analysis of unsteady wing motions.
Finite element model
To predict the kinematics of a periodically oscillating flexible wing, we created a simple finite element model (FEM) of a thin plate wing, imbued it with a distribution of flexural stiffness, and actuated the leading edge. We used MSC Marc/Mentat 2005 to build a wing section of rectangular geometry, and modified overall flexural stiffness distribution by changing the material stiffness of constituent elements. We considered two types of stiffness distributions: in one group we varied the uniform flexural stiffness of the wing, and in the other we varied the rate of logarithmic decay of flexural stiffness from leading to trailing edge, consistent with the pattern found in most insect wings (Combes and Daniel 2003b) . The leading edge of the wing was subject to periodic elevation (heave) and pitch (rotation) motions. The phase between elevation and pitch was systematically varied, and we collected the emergent wing kinematics for a subsequent fluid dynamics analysis.
We constructed a 2 cm (chord) × 4 cm (span) × 0.05 cm (thickness) wing in x, y, z coordinates with 200 four-noded thin shell elements (50 chordwise × 4 spanwise). Elements had a density of 1200 kg m −3 and a Poisson's ratio of 0.49 (after Combes and Daniel 2003b) , and we applied a mass damping matrix value of 100 for numerical stability and to prevent resonant oscillations from building up. The mass damping matrix value was tuned to yield kinematics that reached asymptotic behavior after one to two oscillations. The simulation method accounted for large displacement (nonlinear) effects.
We developed kinematic predictions for five wings with spatially uniform flexural stiffness, EI, where E is Young's modulus and I is the second moment of area. I for a simple rectangular beam of width, w, and thickness, t, is
For each wing, we assigned a constant Young's modulus value to all elements, to yield the following flexural stiffness values: 1 × 10 −7 N m 2 (wing U1), 5 × 10 −7 N m 2 (U2), 1 × 10 −6 N m 2 (U3), 5 × 10 −6 N m 2 (U4) and 1 × 10 −5 N m 2 (U5) ( figure 1(a) ). These values span the range of measured wing chordwise flexural stiffness of 16 insect species (Combes and Daniel 2003a) .
Because recent experimental evidence suggests that most insect wings have a non-uniform, logarithmically varying stiffness distribution (Combes and Daniel 2003b) , we developed kinematic predictions for a second group of wings, in which we prescribed a logarithmic decay in flexural stiffness from leading to trailing edge elements,
where x is the position along the wing chord (0 x 2), m is the logarithmic rate of decline, and the overbar in the denominator signifies the mean. Thus, wing flexural stiffness is spatially redistributed around a mean of 1 × 10 −6 N m 2 , according to the spatial rate of decline, m. We applied the following m values to each wing in this group: 0.2 (wing D1), 0.4 (D2), 0.6 (D3), 0.8 (D4) and 1.0 (D5) (figure 1(a)). Since a zero value for m yields the uniform EI distribution of wing U3, we include wing U3 in both the uniform EI and declining EI groups.
We simulated wing forcing dynamics by applying 25 Hz sinusoidal oscillations in elevation (translation in zaxis, amplitude 0.1 cm) and pitch (rotation about y-axis, amplitude 0.15 rad) to the leading edge nodes ( figure 1(b) ). This frequency was chosen based on the flapping frequency of a large flying insect such as Manduca sexta (Mountcastle and Daniel 2009 ). All wing nodes were constrained to twodimensional motion in the (x, z) plane. We varied the phase between elevation and pitch at 20 intervals from −π to π (0.1 π intervals). Each simulation was evaluated for ten complete wingstrokes at 0.5 ms time intervals, providing a sufficient tradeoff between kinematic temporal resolution and computational throughput for a parameter space exploration of this scale. We collected the time-history of the coordinates of 50 nodes from leading to trailing edge, and used these kinematics in our CFD simulation to evaluate the wing's aerodynamic performance. We also collected the time-history of pitch reaction forces on the leading edge nodes, for a subsequent analysis of the relative contributions of inertial to pressure loads.
Computational fluid dynamics model
Following recent developments from Shukla and Eldredge (2007) and Peng and Dabiri (2008) , we built a two-dimensional ideal flow CFD model to predict the forces and flows produced by the kinematics of each wing. The CFD model was constructed with a string of bound vortexlets (point sources of vorticity) simulating the bound circulation on the wing, as well as free vortexlets advected in the wake under their combined induced fluid velocity (figures 1(c), (d)). Steady and unsteady aerodynamic force predictions were derived from the computed circulation on the wing.
The CFD model required a higher temporal resolution than that of the FEM results, so all FEM wing kinematics were resampled at 0.2 ms using a cubic spline function in Matlab. Each wing was represented by 50 bound vortexlets, each replacing an FEM node. Wing thickness was ignored in our CFD model. The components of velocity at any point in space resulting from N vortexlets (including the bound vortexlets and those advected in the wake) were
where γ i is the vortexlet strength, (x i , z i ) is the vortexlet position, and δ is a smoothing parameter, preventing singularity at r = 0. We used a δ of 0.2, consistent with that used by Eldredge (personal communication).
The wing was immersed in steady flow with a free stream velocity (U x ) of 120 cm s −1 . The oscillation frequency and range of amplitudes (measured at mid-chord) experienced by wings in this study yielded Strouhal numbers between 0.03 and 0.4, overlapping the 0.2-0.4 range that many animals with oscillatory propulsion cruise (Taylor et al 2003) . At each time interval a new vortexlet was inserted downstream of the trailing edge, simulating shed vorticity in the wake. Wake vortexlets traveled with the local fluid velocity, structured by the combined influence of all vortexlets and the free stream velocity.
Our system of vortexlets was subject to the following constraints:
• control points were co-located with every vortexlet on the wing, where the component of flow normal to the wing surface was equal to the wing's normal velocity (i.e. no normal flow through the wing);
• flow separation occurred only at the trailing edge, where the final control point ensured tangential separation, thus enforcing the Kutta condition (Kuethe and Chow 1986 );
• the sum of all vortexlet strengths at each time interval was zero, such that total circulation was conserved, satisfying Kelvin's circulation theorem.
The set of bound and wake vortexlets, together with these constraints, formed a system of linear equations:
. . .
where the subscripts b or w refer to bound or wake vortexlets; v pj andn pj are the velocity and unit normal vector at control point j ; γ bi and (x bi , z bi ) are the strength and position of bound (or wake) vortexlet i; and (x pj , z pj ) is the position of control point j . The final 'bound' γ (no 51) was the most recently shed vortexlet, with a prescribed position immediately behind the trailing edge. We solved this linear system of equations for the bound vortexlet strengths.
Force calculations
We calculated the instantaneous local steady and unsteady pressures (P S (s, t), P U (s, t)) on the wing (Batchelor 1967, Katz and Plotkin 2001) :
where ρ is air density (1.2 kg m −3 ); U is the magnitude of free stream velocity; γ (s, t) is the bound vortexlet strength as a function of time, t, and position, s, along the wing from leading to trailing edge (we integrate along the running variable, s , from the leading edge to s); and s is a small path increment between bound vortexlets on the wing. Thus, the local steady pressure term is dependent on instantaneous vortexlet strength, whereas the unsteady pressure depends on the temporal and spatial rate of change of vorticity on the wing.
Local steady and unsteady pressures were combined, applied to the wing dimensions and local orientation, and spatially summed to find the time-dependent thrust and lift force components, T(t) and L(t), acting on the entire wing,
wheren x,i andn z,i are the x and z components of the local unit vector normal to wing surface; w is the wing width; and s is a small path increment between bound vortexlets on the wing. We computed the stroke-averaged lift and thrust for the final stroke as a function of the phase between elevation and pitch, and the mechanical properties (EI magnitude and distribution) of the flexible wing. The 20 phase data points for each wing were interpolated using a cubic spline function.
To test our initial assumption that inertial/elastic loads dominate emergent kinematics, and thereby validate our decoupled approach, we calculated the pressure moment on the leading edge:
F(s i , t) = (P U (s i , t) + P S (s i , t))w sn i ,
where R i is the position of the control point i relative to the leading edge andn i is the local unit normal vector. Following Daniel and Combes (2002) , we compared the stroke-averaged leading edge pressure moment to the stroke-averaged inertial moment (collected in the FEM simulations) for all wings, at all phases of actuation, to evaluate the relative contributions of each of these components to total force on the wing. Finally, derivatives (with respect to phase) of thrust and lift were taken in order to explore the phase sensitivities of these forces for each wing.
CFD model validation
We performed a simple simulation of an inclined rigid plate immersed in steady flow, and compared the computationally derived coefficient of lift with the theoretical prediction (Batchelor 1967) :
where L is the lift, ρ is the air density (1.2 kg m −3 ), l is the half chord length, U is the free stream velocity and θ is the angle of attack.
Results and discussion
In this computational study, we explore the performance tuning of simple rectangular plates, with dimensions and distributions of flexural stiffness that are on the order of insect wings. Our goal was not to replicate the highly complex structural and material properties of insect wings and their kinematics, however, which feature nonlinear flexural stiffness distributions along both chord and span Daniel 2003a, Wootton et al 2003) and dorso-ventral asymmetry in flexural stiffness (Wootton 1993 , Wootton et al 2003 . Insect wings also have highly nonlinear gradients of flexural stiffness due to spatially varying cross-sectional geometry and material properties, associated with complex venation patterns and bands of soft cuticle (Wootton et al 2003) , which we did not attempt to model. Further, insects actuate their wings along three axes of rotation, whereas here we employ one axis of rotation (pitch) and one axis of translation (elevation). Despite these simplifications with respect to insect wing functional morphology, we observe performance sensitivities to overall changes in flexural stiffness distribution and actuation dynamics that are nevertheless relevant to insectscale flight systems.
Flow simulations of our flapping wings reveal wake structures with a characteristic reverse Karman vortex street (figures 1(c) and (d), supplementary movie available at stacks.iop.org/BB/5/045005/mmedia), and have the same periodicity as those recently measured in a soap-film tunnel for rigid wing sections undergoing similar pitching and heaving motions (Lentink et al 2010) . Our computationally derived coefficient of lift for a towed inclined plate was 20% greater than the theoretical prediction. This difference is a consequence of the δ smoothing parameter in our CFD model, which is tuned for a combination of unsteady and steady flows explored in this study, rather than the steady flow conditions associated with a towed plate.
The stroke-averaged inertial moment required to flap the wing at the leading edge was greater than four times the pressure moment for all wings, at all phases, except wings U1 and U2. Daniel and Combes (2002) theoretically predicted a moment ratio of around 5 for the hawkmoth, Manduca sexta. The moment ratio reached a minimum of 1.5 for wing U2 and a minimum of less than 1 for wing U1. The ratio for all wings was consistently minimized around phases −π/2 and π/2. For most of our wings, therefore, our initial assumption that inertial/elastic loads dominate the emergent kinematics is indeed valid. The kinematics of wing U1 may not fully account for aeroelastic processes, however.
Stroke-averaged thrust maxima for the uniform EI wings (figure 2) initially increase with decreasing flexural stiffness, moving from a maximum of 0 mN for wing U1 to a maximum of 0.22 mN for wing U4, then decreasing to 0.17 mN for U5. The locations of these thrust peaks shift from a high phase delay (−2.23 rad for wing U1) to no phase offset for wings U4 and U5. Similarly, the phase at which stroke-averaged thrust is minimized for the uniform wings moves from a slight phase advance (0.94 rad for wing U1) to a complete phase offset for wings U4 and U5. In contrast, the peak thrust values generated by the declining EI wings all occur at slight phase delays, within a narrow range around −0.25 rad. We observe a twofold increase in maximum thrust from wing U3 (0.16 mN) to wing D1 (0.30 mN), as well as an overall increase in thrust performance across all phases. Peak thrust continues to rise with increasing rate of EI decline, reaching 0.35 mN for wing D2, and then decreases through wing D5. Although wing D5 has a maximum thrust similar to that of wing U3 (0.17 mN), appearing at a similar phase location, D5 produces greater thrust than wing U3 at all other phases.
Lift is minimized at a phase delay of pitch to elevation for all wings, and maximized at a phase advance. This sign asymmetry results from small rotations of the mean angle of attack with phase ( figure 1(b) ). For the uniform EI wings, both minimum and maximum lift values increase with decreasing flexural stiffness until wing U3, and then decline through wing U5. Wing U3 has a maximum stroke-averaged lift of 0.09 mN (1.1 rad) and a minimum of −0.12 mN (−1.30 rad). The overall stroke-averaged lift values for the declining EI wings are nearly consistent across all wings, with wing D1 reaching slightly smaller maxima than the other wings. The other wings all have lift maxima of 0.126 mN (1.19 rad) and minima of −0.17 mN (−1.32 rad).
Stroke-averaged flight forces as a function of phase show that the declining EI wings generally outperform the uniform wings, generating greater lift and thrust at most phases. Moreover, wing U5 exhibits very little bending and therefore behaves as a nearly rigid wing, and produces less lift and thrust than flexible wings in both the uniform and declining groups.
An increasingly compliant aft wing section in the declining EI group improves aerodynamic performance by sweeping out greater pitch amplitudes and generating higher pitch rates ( figure 1(b) ). Such benefits to propulsion provide evidence for the adaptive significance of logarithmically varying stiffness distributions found in most insect wings (Combes and Daniel 2003a) . However, flight forces are likely not the only aerodynamic parameter to which insect wings are tuned.
We computed the derivatives for thrust and lift to reveal their phase sensitivities, or the extent to which a modulation of phase affects a change in performance (figure 3). As such, these plots represent a measure of control potential within the range of actuation possibilities, with the extremes representing regions where a moderate phase adjustment of pitch to elevation produces the greatest change in thrust or lift. Within this context, we are less concerned with the sign of derivative values, assuming that phase control in most applications is bi-directional.
Among the uniform EI wings, wings U3, U4 and U5 have the greatest derivative maxima for thrust. Although wing U4 has the greatest overall stroke-averaged thrust, wing U3 has the highest thrust derivative maximum, at a moderate phase advance of 0.80 rad. The derivative maxima for wings U4 and U5 occur near −π/2 and π/2. The thrust derivatives for the declining EI wings have similar shapes, consistent with their similar thrust curves. Derivative maxima for wings D1-D4 occur at phases around −1.3 and 0.9 rad, with wing D2 having the greatest maxima. As pointed out above, wing D5 produces greater thrust than wing U3 across most phases. Not surprisingly, the thrust derivative for wing U5 is below that of wing U3 for most phases, illustrating a potential tradeoff between broad performance peaks and controllability. Wing U3 has the greatest lift derivative maxima at phase 0, followed by wing U4. The lift derivatives for the declining wings are all overlapping each other, consistent with their lift plots, and reach their peaks at phase 0. Together, our results reveal phase regions where various performance parameters (thrust, lift and their control potential) are optimized for wings with assorted flexural stiffness distributions. Beyond the presence of optima, however, is the realization that these peaks occupy different regions in the phase parameter, and their magnitudes can be highly sensitive to wing flexural stiffness distribution. For example, a modest spatial redistribution of flexural stiffness from wing U3 to wing D1 (figure 1) causes a substantial increase in both thrust and lift across all phases (figure 2), with a twofold increase in thrust at phase 0. On the other hand, more marked changes in flexural stiffness distribution between wings D2 and D5 have negligible affect on lift at any phase (figure 2).
It is worth noting that the magnitudes and overall shapes of lift and thrust curves (and their derivatives) as functions of phase likely depend on the magnitude of free stream velocity. Moreover, although not explored in this study, flight efficiency is yet another performance parameter that may have adaptive significance for wing design, introducing another layer of complexity to wing performance evaluations.
The results presented here are relevant to engineering applications involving the development of insect-inspired micro-air vehicles (Ansari et al 2008 , Wood 2008 , Shang et al 2009 , and deliver a message that is part cautionary and part encouraging. We might expect that selective pressures have tuned insect wing structural and material properties through evolution to exhibit superlative aerodynamic performance, thereby making them ideal models for engineered devices with similar operational goals. This study, however, raises the question: to what performance standard is wing flexural stiffness tuned, and within what envelope of actuation dynamics? Certainly the declining EI wings, especially wings D2 and D3, are generally well positioned in the performance parameter plots compared to the uniform EI wings. However, performance at any particular phase has some dependence on phase. For example, wing D1 has a greater overall thrust than wing D5 at a small phase delay, while wing D5 has greater thrust at advanced phases. Thus, understanding the extent to which various flight performance selective pressures are reflected in insect wing functional morphology is inherently challenging, and performance assumptions should be avoided when co-opting biological wing properties for engineering applications.
On the other hand, these results also highlight an exciting avenue for flight control. Because lift, thrust, and their derivatives with respect to phase between elevation and pitch are all maximized at different phases for a given wing, a flight control system capable of modulating pitch/elevation phase could dynamically tune its flight performance to various operational demands. Although the extent to which insects might accomplish this is an open question, engineers tasked with building micro-air vehicles may wish to take advantage of such a control strategy. Indeed, this represents a general distinction between the control of small, flapping wing fliers and large, fixed wing aircraft; whereas flight control in large aircraft is achieved primarily through the adjustment of wing structural elements (i.e. via ailerons and rudders), control in small, flapping wing systems requires modulation of the boundary conditions that govern the emergent kinematics of compliant wings. This study reveals the performance consequences of modulating such boundary conditions for a set of wings with biologically relevant mechanical properties.
